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miracle - "leave it alone if you have no natural explanation"
A miracle is an event that is not naturally possible. That does not mean it is necessarily impossible. There could be a power
greater than nature such as a god that can do it. A miracle is supernatural. Its really magic and superstition under a different
name. If a power can instantly remove an incurable terminal disease, then it can guarantee bad luck for those who walk
under ladders.
When Jesus said he did miracles and when the Church says miracles happened and points to events to back this up, what is
happening is they are saying, "Ha ha you can't explain these events. Don't try to come up with a natural explanation." In
other words, when something is decided to have been a miracle the question is closed. Miracles are pro-censorship. They
are pro-bias. They are pro-bigotry. They are pro-arrogance. They are the oil religion uses to lubricate the machinery that it
deploys to get power.
Suppose there is no evidence that a reported miracle is indeed a miracle. Believers will say that absence of evidence that it
is a miracle is not evidence that it is not a miracle. This is a variation of the argument: "absence of evidence is not evidence
of absence" that is used particularly to respond to scientists who contend that they believe that God does not exist because
they see no evidence for his existence. Absence of evidence that there is a secret zoo in the house next door indicates that
there is no zoo there.

One is that it is up to the critic to disprove the supernaturality of the miracle. It is not up to the critic to do that. A miracle
claim is so strange that it is up to those who say it happened to show that it did indeed happen supernaturally. Religion is
insulting and being unfair to the critics.
Two, it says that the miracle should not be criticised if no natural explanation can be thought of. But even if no natural
explanation can be thought of that doesn't mean there is no natural explanation. It does not mean we should regard the
miracle with reverence and shun all critical thoughts.
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A Catholic bigot and I had a dispute on the authenticity of the Padre Pio miracles. I gave evidence for my scepticism. He
retorted, "If you can' t come up with a natural explanation then leave it alone". Religion teaches that miracles are signs from
God who alone has the right to order us what to believe. If so then miracles certainly imply that his attitude was right.
Miracles do indeed themselves shout, "If you can' t come up with a natural explanation then leave it alone". This says a lot
of things - all negative and all disturbing.

Three, people can be wrong about whatever they want and this is fine but it is not fine in relation to miracles. One must be
right about them. This is clearly religion seeking the power of getting people to think what it likes. What a lovely motive it
has for proposing miracles for belief! How impressive!

Four, once you admit that a miracle has a supernatural explanation you shouldn't go any further than that. And that is
simply because you can't. The supernatural cannot be understood. Religion says that a miracle can seem by all accounts to
be a healing by some benevolent power. But it does not "seem" at all. A blind force could do it too. Maybe the devil had to
heal for the sake of making a complicated plan work. The religion is only seeing what it wants to see. Its about that and not
the truth.

Five, if religion is right that miracles are an invitation or a warning to the world to join the one true faith and live it and
believe its teaching then those who disagree and oppose are bad and must be stopped. Do we really need an attitude like
that developing in the modern world? All religion can say to that is that it advocates accepting the sinner as a good person
while not accepting her sin. Sorry but the sinner is the sin in a real sense. Sin is shorthand for sinner for there is no sin apart
from a sinful person.
Miracle claims and bullying are clearly two sides of the one coin.
Conclusion
Miracles are a menace and those who promote them are up to mischief whether they know it or not.
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